A new configuration of frequency-selective surfaces (FSSs) is designed and presented with multiresonance characteristics which covers all of the frequency domain of X-band from 8 to 12 GHz. The proposed FSS comprises three conductor-based split ring resonators, connected together. In this design, two unit cells of the FSS with different lengths are employed side by side to design the FSS. The FSS is used to enhance the gain of the new designed triangle slot antenna at X-band. The proposed FSS is analyzed by using reflected-wave unit-cell box method. The single, double, and array of the FSS cells are studied. Next, the designed FSS along with the antenna is analyzed. The measurement and simulated results of the impedance and radiation characteristics, especially the increment of the gain, are presented.

1. Introduction

For wireless communications, developments of periodic structures especially frequency-selective surface (FSS) demonstrate their ability in solving some of the key aspects in antenna technology. FSS is first demonstrated by Munk [1]. Most commonly used applications of the FSS are radar and absorbers [2], Radome design [3], and telecommunication [4]. The FSS structure could be also used as a high impedance surface (HIS) to provide maximum angular stability for horizontal and vertical polarizations to the phase of resonant frequency [5]. HIS is mostly used to enhance the antenna bandwidth and gain, because it provides maximum reflection to the fringing waves [6]. In the literature, multilayer FSS was employed to especially enhance the gain of the various antennas, such as semicircular slot [7], WCDMA dipole [8], 60 GHz patch [9], and cavity resonance [10] antennas. To meet the requirements of those application purposes, many aspects should be considered at the design stage of FSSs: selection of the proper FSS geometry, electrical properties of dielectric material, spacing between unit cells, and so on [11]. There have been several techniques to obtain multiple resonance properties, such as a unit cell with geometrically the same shape but different sized elements [11] or with fractal geometry [12]. For this purpose, dual-band FSS in [13] and multiband artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) in [14] have been presented and studied.

In this paper, first, similar to the slot antenna in [15, 16], a new modified triangle slot antenna is designed to operate inside the X-band from 8 to 12 GHz. In this design, two rectangular slits are added in the edge of the radiating slot as a capacitance to adjust and improve the impedance matching and bandwidth. Afterwards, the gain enhancement of the antenna is studied. For this purpose, three split ring resonators are connected together as a unit cell of FSS. To excite the multiresonance, a combination of two unit cells of the proposed FSS side by side with different parameters (lengths) is designed. The reflected-wave unit-cell box method is used to analyze each of the FSS configurations, the combination of them, and the final FSS. Next, the designed FSS as a perfect reflector along with the slot antenna is considered to study the final return loss and gain of the antenna-FSS prototype. Finally, the best sample of the antenna-FSS was selected and manufactured. All results along with the related discussions are presented in the following.
2. Geometry and Design of Slot Antenna and FSS

Figure 1(a) shows that the slot antenna using FR4-based substrate ($\varepsilon_r = 4.4, \tan\delta = 0.02$) with dimension of $32 \times 26 \times 1.6 \text{ mm}^3$ consists of a triangle radiating slot with two slits with parameters of $d_1$, $d_2$, and $d_3$ and a fork-like feed stub with two arms (width = 1.2 mm). Key parameters of the stub, $W$ and $h$, control the coupling into the triangle aperture [15, 16]. These parameters affect the antenna matching and bandwidth which will be carefully studied and selected. A microstrip line with a width of 2 mm is connected to the fork-like stub to feed the antenna. Here, to generate symmetric structure and radiation characteristic and more coupling between the slits and feeding stub, both of the added slits are approximately placed in the middle of the diagonal edges of the triangle slot with a length of about 16 mm. Therefore, the value of $d_3$ is selected to be about 6.7 mm.

To design a new FSS structure with three resonances within the X-band from 8 to 12 GHz, three metallic square ring resonators are connected together with different lengths as a unit cell, established on a 1 mm FR4-based substrate, as illustrated in Figure 1(b). The width and length values at each ring are 0.2 mm and $L_i$, respectively, where $i$ is the index of the ring ($i = 1, 2, 3$). The gap between two heads of every ring is $g_i$ ($i = 1, 2, 3$), as can be seen in Figure 1(b). In addition, the width of the gap between every two rings is about 0.15 and 0.1 mm, shown in Figure 1(b). In order to more cover the X-band, we need to excite the other resonances near the previous resonances, excited by the first cell. Therefore, the second cell with different lengths is employed side by side, as shown in Figure 1(c). The proposed configuration as an array...
format, called FSS screen, is used in top of the slot antenna surface with a variable height and optimized to obtain the maximum possible value of the gain.

3. Simulation, Parametric Study, and Discussion

The parametric analysis of the design is done by using Ansoft HFSS EM simulation tool.

3.1. Triangle Slot Antenna Design. The effect of the variation of the key parameters of the proposed triangle slot antenna, \( W \), \( h \), \( d_1 \), and \( d_2 \) shown in Figure 1(a), on the return loss is presented in Figure 2. First, three values of \( W \) and \( h \) are selected and studied. Figure 2(a) shows that, by increasing \( W \) from 10 to 11.5 mm and hence the electrical length of the stub when \( h \) is constant, the lowest and highest edges of the band (for \( S_{11} = -10 \) dB) are decreased about 0.5 and 1.3 GHz, respectively. In addition, by increasing \( W \), the matching of the lower frequencies from 8.5 to 10 GHz is degraded. But, the matching between 10 and 11.5 GHz is improved. Therefore, selecting the median value of \( W \), about 10.7 mm, is suitable. As can be seen in Figure 2(a), by increasing \( h \), only the highest edge of the bandwidth is decreased or the position of the third resonance is changed from 12.2 to 11.1 GHz. Hence, to accurately cover the X-band, the value of \( h \) is selected to be about 5.7 mm. To analyze the performance of the slits, the return loss of the triangle slot antenna without slits is also presented for comparison. Figure 2(b) clarifies that without slits only two resonances at 9.5 and 11.5 GHz with poor matching and bandwidth can be obtained. By adding the slits, the other resonance is excited in the lower frequencies of the band, so the bandwidth and matching are improved, considerably. It is interesting to note that by selecting \( d_2 = 0.6 \) mm only two resonances at 9.25 and 11.25 GHz are excited. By increasing \( d_2 \) greater than 1 mm, the third resonance between 8 and 8.7 GHz is excited. This case is again seen when \( d_1 = 0.8 \) mm. This phenomenon occurs because when \( d_1 \) and \( d_2 \) are very small the related capacitors at the edges of the triangle slot and the resonances are not generated. To obtain the better matching and wider bandwidth inside the X-band, Figure 2(b) clarifies that the best values of \( d_1 \) and \( d_2 \) are about 2.5 and 3 mm, respectively.

3.2. Reflected-Wave Unit-Cell Box Analysis of the FSS. First, the proposed FSS unit cell is studied. The setup configuration of the reflected-wave unit-cell box study is illustrated in Figure 3. The thickness of the FR4-based substrate is 1 mm. For this study, a unit cell with proper periodic boundary conditions on its four sides, including the Perfect E for right and left sides and the Perfect H for the front and back sides, is excited by two wave ports at the beginning and the end of the box, as can be seen in the figure. Here, to create symmetry in the reflected phase response near the 0°, the distance between the ports and the surface of the unit is selected to be about \( \lambda_0/4 \) or 7.6 mm at 10 GHz. Figure 3 also shows the results of only the first cell or Cell A, shown in Figure 1(c). The \( S_{21} \) resonances, related to the nearly zero reflections of the FSS-cell surface, are about 8.45, 10.1, and 11.4 GHz. In addition, a relatively flat phase response (between +50° and −50°) of the reflection coefficient can be seen over the whole band, from 8 to 12 GHz, using the first cell. The smallest ring resonator with parameter of \( L_3 \) excites the third resonance at \( f_3 = 11.4 \) GHz and so on and similar is the case for the other rings. The best values of the parameters are as follows: \( L_1 \) is 11.1 mm that is about 0.59\( \lambda_g \) (\( \lambda_g \); the guided wavelength at 8.45 GHz, \( \lambda_g = 18.65 \) mm), \( L_2 \) is 9.6 mm = 0.6\( \lambda_g \) (\( \lambda_g = 15.89 \) mm at 10.1 GHz), and \( L_3 \) is 8.3 mm = 0.59\( \lambda_g \) (\( \lambda_g = 14.1 \) mm at 11.4 GHz). Here, \( \lambda_g = \frac{\lambda_0}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_{\text{reff}}}} \) \( (\varepsilon_r = 4.4, h = 1 \) mm, and \( \varepsilon_{\text{reff}} = 3.56) \). Also, \( g_1 = 2.3, g_2 = 1.3, \) and \( g_3 = 0.15 \) mm. By using this technique and the related parameters, the second cell, Cell B, is designed. In this case, the values of \( L_1, L_2, \) and \( L_3, \) determined for Cell B, are 8.6, 10.8, and 8.3 mm,

![Figure 2: Simulated return losses of the antenna without FSS (see Figure 1(a)) for different values of (a) \( W \) and \( h \) in the feeding stub (\( d_1 = 2.5 \) and \( d_2 = 3 \) mm) and (b) \( d_1 \) and \( d_2 \), the parameters of the slits (\( W = 10.7, h = 5.7, \) and \( d_3 = 6.7 \) mm).](image-url)
Figure 3: Reflected-wave unit-cell box study setup and the related results, $S_{21}$ and the phase ($S_{11}$).

respectively. The other dimensions of the cell are constant, compared to the first cell. Here, the resonances at 8.8, 10.8, and 11.4 GHz are excited. It is noted that, in this compound structure, there is electromagnetic coupling between the rings that results in a low change in the position of the resonances. In this case, two designed cells, A and B, are combined side by side to achieve a new configuration of the FSS cell and hence obtain mult resonance performance. The study setup and the results are presented in Figure 4. It can be seen from $S_{21}$ graph that six resonances are excited and the X-band is covered with better quality. A flat phase response ($\pm 45^\circ$) of the reflection coefficient ($S_{11}$) can be seen over the whole band. Hence, the linear phase response was improved inside the band compared to the single cell result.

In the final step of the FSS study, the proposed double-cell FSS is repeated continuously and arranged in an array format to achieve the FSS screen. The final screen is shown in Figure 5. It is expected that the designed FSS can properly reflect the received fields at the mentioned resonances of the compound FSS from the front side of the slot antenna into the other side of the antenna. This results in a good accumulation for two groups of the in-phase fields, radiated from the slot antenna and reflected by FSS screen, simultaneously. Hence, the gain increment can be obtained in the mentioned direction or the other side of the slot antenna where the FSS screen is not there. The structure is analyzed by using the mentioned technique in the previous sections. The study setup and the results are presented in Figure 5. The selected periodicity is
Figure 5: Reflected-wave unit-cell box study setup of the FSS screen and the related results, $S_{21}$ and the phase ($S_{11}$).

Figure 6: Configuration of the slot antenna with the proposed FSS screen.
Figure 7: Gain, return loss, and 3D gain of the FSS-antenna, shown in Figure 6.

Figure 8: Radiation patterns of the antenna with and without FSS: (a) H-plane (x-z plane) and (b) E-plane (y-z plane) at 9 and 11 GHz (0° ≡ −z-axis at Figure 7).
about 3.8 and 3.5 mm for the $x$ and $y$ directions, respectively. By using these selected values, the better results including the linear phase of the $S_{11}$ and acceptable magnitude of the $S_{21}$ are possible. It is found out that by increasing the periodicity the lower gain enhancement is achieved. Figure 5 shows that a flat phase response ($\pm 47^\circ$) of the $S_{11}$ is achieved inside the band.

3.3. Analysis of the FSS-Antenna Combination. In this step of the design, the FSS designed in the previous section is located on top of the antenna surface with a distance of $h$. It is noted that the distance is used to achieve in-phase fields in the other side of the slot antenna and accumulate the fields with possible high amplitudes. This combination is illustrated in Figure 6. The proposed FSS as a good and multiresonance reflector is located at the back of the radiating aperture, inserted in the ground plane to improve the gain inside the X-band with the maximum possible coverage. Therefore, the stable gain improvement is possible. The results of the compound structure are presented in Figure 7. The impedance bandwidth with very good matching is about 38% for $S_{11} < -10$ dB from 8.3 to 12.3 GHz. The simulated gain is between 8 and 10.5 dBi, which shows very good enhancement of the gain with minimum amplitude ripple. Here, the maximum ripple of the gain is about 2 dB, which is very desirable. In addition, as can be seen in Figure 7, the gain enhancement of about 3.5–4 dB in comparison with the simple slot antenna without FSS is achieved. 3D-gain pattern of the antenna at 10 GHz is also shown in the figure. This clarifies very good improvement of the gain inside the band in $\theta = 180^\circ$ deg or the front direction of the FSS screen. It must be noted that the best value for the parameter $h$ is about 7.5 mm ($0.25\lambda_0$) at 10 GHz. It is not shown here but by increasing $h$ from 2 to 8 mm the lowest edge of the bandwidth is decreased considerably and also the gain of the antenna is enhanced, while, by selecting $h$ more than 10 mm, the gain value is decreased, sensibly. Therefore, the best selection for $h$ is about 7.5 mm.

Figure 8 shows the radiation patterns of the antenna with and without FSS at 9 and 11 GHz. A good difference ($\approx 20$–25 dB) between co- and cross-components was obtained. In both of the H and E planes, the directive gain of the antenna with FSS has been improved about 3.5 dB in the broadside near $\theta = 0^\circ$ ($\equiv$ the opposite direction of the FSS.
position (−z-axis)), compared to the simple antenna with semi-monopole-like patterns. This shows that the FSS screen is like a good reflector to the slot antenna inside the X-band. Here, the simulated radiation efficiencies (as well as directivity) of the antenna with and without FSS are 88% (D: 5.22 dB) and 92% (D: 3.13 dB) at 9 GHz and 84% (D: 6.46 dB) and 85% (D: 3.65 dB) at 11 GHz, respectively. These results show a negligible reduction in the efficiency and an apparent increase in the directivity.

4. Manufacturing and Measurement

The designed slot antenna and FSS screen were manufactured and their photographs are illustrated in Figures 9(a), 9(c), and 9(d). In order to establish the FSS screen on top of the antenna surface, a U-shaped foam-based isolator/holder with thickness of about 7.5 mm was fabricated, as shown in Figure 9(b). This isolator was embedded between the antenna surface and FSS. The measured return loss of the prototype was obtained using an Agilent-8722ES VNA. In the gain measurement process in the direct trajectory [+z-axis], a standard horn antenna as a constant-power transmitter with a gain of about 15 dB was used exactly in front of the slot antenna in a distance of 100 cm. A power meter in the input port of the antenna was used to detect the power, transmitted by the horn antenna in some frequencies inside the band. The obtained results are shown in Figure 10. The measured impedance bandwidth is from 8.2 to 12.4 GHz for S₁₁ < −10 dB. A good agreement between the simulated and measured impedance results is shown. As can be seen in the figure, the measured directivity gain is varied from 7.5 to 10.3 dBi. Gain enhancement of about 2.5–3 dB in the direct line, compared to the simulated gain of the simple slot antenna, is obtained. Moreover, the matching and bandwidth of the antenna-FSS are not very affected, compared to the single slot antenna (see Figure 2(b), the optimum case).

5. Conclusion

A triangle slot antenna and a new FSS screen with multiresonance characteristics have been proposed. Parametric studies were done. We showed that by designing two FSS cells with the different resonances side by side a final FSS screen with multiresonances is achieved. In this case, the X-band was properly covered. We showed that this combination of the FSS screen and the slot antenna can enhance the directive gain of the antenna about 3 dBi. It was also noted that the multiband behavior and the broadband gain enhancement were obtained when only one layer of the FSS is used. In addition, the total thickness of the proposed antenna-FSS is about 8.5 mm (≈0.28λ₀) that is slightly thickened for 10 GHz. Finally, the proposed antenna along with the single layer multiband FSS can be a good candidate for gain-enhanced antenna applications.
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